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Introduction 
(Why height frames? Why datum unification?)   
•  Connection of maps developed by different international states (in 

order to build high-resolution global maps) 
•  Combination of high-resolution DEMs (in order to build regional, or 

global DEMs) 
•  Combination of the informations gathered at the tide gauges, e.g., to 

study global sea level rise in terms of coastal tide gauges. (filling the 
gap of satellite altimetry at the coastal areas) 

•  Managing the flood (water flow) related disasters at the regional level 
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Statement of the problem 

•  Potential difference can be very accurately measured via the so-called precise 
leveling   

•  Starting from mean sea level (approximating the geoid's level) potential 
deferences can be converted to the geopotential numbers 
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Solution  

•  Find the true potential value at the zero point of the height datum, and then 
apply the difference between the computed value and the assumed one (W0) 
to the whole leveling network.  

•  Since the gravity potential cannot be observed must be modeled, e.g. GBVP 
approach (in that sense one has to overcome the bias within the gravity data, 
spatial resolution, and coverage of the gravity data)  

•  All are properly addressed!  
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Outline of the procedure 

 

•  Use a high-resolution geopotential model, e.g. EGM08, to a certain degree and 
order, e.g. 2160 

•  Implement gravity observations to bring in high-resolution details (higher than 
that provided by the geopotential model) 

•  Remove the effect of the global EGM and residual terrain from the gravity 
observations 

•  Solve a band-limited GBVP to model the remaining residual values 

•  Compute the residual gravity value at the points of interest 

•  Add the effect of residual terrain and global EGM to obtain potential value the 
points of interest 
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Numerical results from practical implementation 
of the method 
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Part of the leveling  
network of Iran (red),  
surrounded by 3rd order gravity  
network station (5' * 5')  
(blue)   
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Numerical results (cont.) 
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Topography (ellipsoidal) of the 
test area from 3" SRTM 
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Numerical results (cont.) 

Residual gravity values 
after removal of the GGM (EGM08 to 
degree and order 2160) and residual 
terrain effect 
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Numerical results (cont.) 

Downward continued residual gravity  
values to the surface of reference  
ellipsoid (based on modified kernel) 
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Numerical results (cont.) Numerical results (cont.) 
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Numerical results (cont.) 

•  Adjustment of the compute potential values from the solution GBVP 
and potential differences from precise leveling (computed potential 
values would play the role of weighted parameters). 

•  Having derived the results of weighted adjustment, potential valued at 
the leveling stations can be subtracted from the geoid potential values 
to derive geopotential numbers for individual leveling stations 

•  Therefore: height datum unification and re-enforcement of leveling 
frame are achieved together!   
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